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Transactions Overview  

Below, please find the data on submissions and times to first decision. Our target is 3 months 
from submission to first decision – we ask referees for reviews in 60 days, and we ask authors to 
be patient until 4 months have elapsed. Note, that as always only those manuscripts on which a 
decision is available can be represented in these plots; that is, the most recent few bars are based 
on incomplete data.  

 



 
 
The story for the traditional manuscript types (regular papers and correspondences) remains 
good: We have an increasing number of submissions coupled with a decreasing turnaround time.  
 
The figures below focus on more recent years, and they include data about the “letters”, which 
are the newest manuscript type. The number of letters seems to have stabilized, and they make 
up a small percentage of the papers we handle. The average time for first decision has risen. This 
might be due to two reasons.  First, all letters are currently managed alone by Technical Editor 
Uwe Hanebeck of U Karlsruhe.  He may require an Associate Editorial staff. Second, the review 
system treats letters the same as other manuscript types.  We are going to explore reducing the 
assigned deadlines for reviews of letter.  Furthermore, we need to explore ways to automatically 
drop potential reviewers who do not respond after a short period of time.  





 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The next plot shows the submissions by technical area. Radar continues to be our biggest area 
followed by Tracking & Fusion, Navigation, Guidance & Control, and Signal Processing. Signal 
Processing is a newer area to capture techniques that span across multiple application (technical) 
areas. I am pleased by the broadening of interests across all technical areas – we have no “duds”. 

 



 

 
 
Executive Editorial News 
 
We are still looking for a Business Editor to replace Jose Bolanos to collect voluntary and 
mandatory page charges that support our Transactions.  Currently, Peter Willett has been 
covering this important function.  We need to identify a permanent replacement for Jose.   
 
IEEE Policy News 
 
The IEEE Board of Directors approved the open access Megajournal in July.  The official news 
is available at (http://www.ieee.org/about/news/2012/17july_2012.html). As mentioned in the 
Spring report, this Megajournal spans the whole technical breadth of the IEEE.  The impact of 
this new publication on our Transactions is not clear.  The biggest concern is that the 
Megajournal could weaken the reputation of the IEEE publications brand. Furthermore, the 
$3000 author fee to enable open access of their papers on IEEE Xplore for our Transactions will 
be reduced to $1750. This is an IEEE mandate. Note that authors are not allowed to post the 
IEEE Xplore PDFs of their papers on an external website.  However, they are allowed to 
generate their self-generated post-reviewed versions that they sent out for copyediting.   
 
When we went online only for 2011, we did not anticipate any manufacture costs.  It turns out 
that according to the IEEE brochure, All-Society Periodicals Package subscribers are entitled to a 
CD-ROM of the Transactions. IEEE is going to produce the CD-ROMs for us at a cost of 
$755.50.  
 
Special Section 
 
The deadline for submissions of manuscripts to the Special Section on Compressed Sensing 
Applied to Radar closed on August 31. We have 29 submissions (27 regular papers and 2 
correspondences) being covered by five guest editors. In addition, one well respected author in 
the field has been granted a modest extension for her paper. It appears that we are in very good 
shape for a vibrant special section.  The plan is for the special section to appear in late 2013 or 
early 2014. 
  

http://www.ieee.org/about/news/2012/17july_2012.html


 
 
Editors and Editorial Areas 
 
Shinichi Nakasuka from the University of Tokyo was added in May as an associate editor under 
Guidance & Control to assist Min-Jea Tahk.  
 
On the page that follows we see a table of all associate editors and their performances in terms of 
load, timeliness and selectivity. The first table is the most recent year, the second is the year 
before that. 
 



 



 



 
Guest Table 
 
On the next page, please find manuscript rates by country for two three-year periods. 
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